Both neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence suggest a strong influence of context on texturesegmentation. Here we extend and further analyse this issue, with a particular focus on the underlying mechanism. Specifically, we use a texture-edge discrimination task and separately investigate the effect of elements far from and along the edge. Consistent with previous studies, we report both an iso-near contextual effect -whereby performance is better if elements along the edge are iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented to the edge -as well as an ortho-far effect -whereby discrimination is higher when elements far from the edge are orthogonal to the edge. We found that backward mask, which is known to interrupt re-entrant processing from extrastriate areas, only interferes with the iso-near effect whereas perturbing orientation, position or contrast polarity of elements far from the edge only abolishes the ortho-far effect. This suggests that feedback processes may be involved in the iso-near effect. Instead, the ortho-far effect may be accounted for by recurrent interactions among 1st order filters.
Introduction
Texture segmentation in natural images can be easily achieved by using the orientation contrast between local elements Nothdurft, 1992) . However, also contextual influences from the textured surface can affect texture segmentation.
Contextual influences phenomena
Psychophysical studies have shown that elements in the texture-region exert strong contextual influences both on the segmentation of texture-edges defined by an orientation gradient (Giora & Casco, 2007; Wolfson & Landy, 1995) and on the segregation of textured surfaces (Casco et al., 2005; Harrison & Keeble, 2008; Nothdurft, 1992) . Specifically, several studies have reported what we will call here the ortho-far effect. Caputo (1996) , for example, showed that the orientation of a singleton was easier to discriminate if surrounding-elements in a farther region were ortho-oriented compared to iso-oriented to the target. A similar effect was shown in Wolfson and Landy's (1999) study where observers had to segregate a texture sub-region defined by orientation contrast: performance was better when farther surrounding-elements were orthogonal compared to iso-oriented to the sub-region elements (Experiment 6). Also Giora and Casco's (2007) data on texture-edge discrimination are consistent with an ortho-far effect. These authors reported superior performance in the ortho-condition only when the edge was located at the extreme side of a texture-surface but not when it was right in the centre. These results suggest that also elements in the farther texture-region (and not just those along the edge) play a role in texture-edge discrimination. These contextual influences from the farther region may reflect longrange interactions, which can be either facilitatory -if elements are ortho-oriented -or suppressive -if they are iso-oriented (Polat et al., 1998) .
Another widely reported contextual influence is what we will call the iso-near effect, whereby performance is superior if texture-edge and elements in the immediate surround are iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented (Giora & Casco, 2007; Nothdurft, 1992; Wolfson & Landy, 1995) . Wolfson and Landy (1995) , for example, reported that orientation-defined textureedges were easily perceived if texture-elements (on one side of the edge) were parallel to the edge. Also Giora and Casco (2007) showed that the discrimination of an edge located at the extreme side of a texture was better if elements in the extreme stripe of the texture (i.e. on one side of the edge) were iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented to the edge. Also the orientation-discrimination of a texture-figure improves if local elements along the figure borders are iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented to the major axis of the figure (Casco et al., 2004; Casco et al., 2005; Harrison & Keeble, 2008) . According to Harrison and Keeble (2008) , this effect could be attributed either to the improved linkage of local orientation contrast at the figure borders in isolation (iso-near effect), or to an influence of the figure interior, producing an iso-far effect. The relevance of this interpretation consists in suggesting a possible dissociation between the role of contextual influences from the figure interior and those along the borders.
Mechanisms underlying contextual influences
Psychophysical studies suggest that distinct mechanisms may underlie the iso and ortho contextual effects. Theoretically, there are three different ways to conceive the contextual influences in the processing of visual texture.
The first possibility is that contextual effects are part of the processes that lead to the representation of a texture-region, independent of the processes underlying texture-edge detection. Gurnsey and Laundry (1992) were the first to distinguish between these two types of processes. Specifically, they showed that the discrimination of abutting textures occurs with no need of an abrupt texture-gradient between them, thus suggesting a likely role of region-representation mechanisms. Consistent with this interpretation is also Wolfson and Landy's (1998) study on texture discrimination. The authors reported that, when two textures differed in the standard deviation of the orientation distribution, performance was similar in the condition with ''abutting'' compared to ''separate'' textures. According to the authors, in this case performance is accounted for by a region-based mechanism -which distinguishes texture-regions on the basis of their ''appearance'' without the need that a distinct edge is perceived -as opposed to an edgebased mechanism -which instead operates for effortless segregation of texture boundaries defined by an orientation gradient. Note that the region-based mechanism invoked by Wolfson and Landy (1998) can be thought as a region-representation mechanism, in that it provides a measure of texture ''appearance'', e.g. an estimate of local orientation variability.
A second possibility is that contextual influences are intrinsic to the process of extracting texture-edges and that they can modulate its output.
According to the filter-rectify-filter model (Bergen & Adelson, 1988; Malik & Perona, 1990) , edge-segmentation in line-textures is based on three stages: (i) a 1st order filtering, with the differential activation of banks of local filters tuned to orientation and spatial frequency; (ii) a non-linear transformation of the response of these filters; (iii) a 2nd order filtering, which results in enhanced activity at the texture-defined edges, where the response of local filters changes. Wolfson and Landy (1995) suggested that the filter-rectify-filter model can account for iso-near contextual effects, if we assume that a 2nd order filter oriented as the texture-edge gives greater weight to 1st order input filters of that same orientation (Graham & Wolfson, 2001; Hess, Hayes, & Field, 2003; Li, 2000) .
The third alternative is that contextual effects may influence those region-segmentation mechanisms that allow texture-edge segmentation without involving a filter-rectify-filter mechanism. This hypothesis implies that contextual influences should be taken into account by those models of texture region-segmentation, which assume an implicit identification of the texture-edge as the border between texture-regions of grouping discontinuities (Caelli, 1985; Moller & Hurlbert, 1997; Paradiso & Hahn, 1996) . Note that region-segmentation models are substantially different from region-representation models, which operate independently on the extraction of an orientation gradient. In support of this claim there are data suggesting that the processing of the texture-region precedes the detection of orientation contrast at the edge. For example, Moller and Hurlbert (1997) showed that for colour, as well as for motion, segmentation occurs first by an integrative process on a coarse spatial scale, demonstrating that this global process is faster than one based on local feature contrasts at the texture-boundaries. In addition, texture-regions are generally more easily detected than texture-edges (Sezikeye & Gurnsey, 2003) . The evidence of ortho-far contextual influences (Caputo, 1996; Giora & Casco, 2007; Wolfson & Landy, 1999) suggests an active role of these region-based segmentation processes in textureboundary discrimination.
The stage, which contextual influences from the region are assumed to occur at represents the crucial distinction between the three sets of models described above. Contextual influences could occur after (region-representation models), during (at the level of the 2nd order filter or between the two filtering operations of edge-segmentation process) or before, and cause, the extraction of texture boundaries (at the level of the 1st order filters, by region-segmentation mechanisms).
The aim of the present study was to determine the level of visual processing where contextual influences occur. In particular, we sought to establish whether contextual effects from iso-and ortho-elements involve recurrent processes (intra-cortical and/or re-entrant). There is strong evidence that recurrent connections play a substantial role in texture segregation: intra-cortical connections mediate facilitatory interactions between collinearly aligned elements (Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 1997; Angelucci & Bressloff, 2006; Polat et al., 1998) , whereas re-entrant (task-dependent) connections from extrastriate areas are mainly involved in explicit figure-ground texture segmentation (Lamme, Rodriguez-Rodriguez, & Spekreijse, 1999; Roelfsema, 2006; Roelfsema et al., 2002; Scholte et al., 2008) .
Note that it is not easy to construct an appropriate stimulus that allows a clear distinction between different contextual influences. Indeed, most studies on texture-segmentation based on orientation contrast used stimuli where iso-near effects along the edge may have co-occurred either with iso-far effects (Casco et al., 2004 (Casco et al., , 2005 Harrison & Keeble, 2008) or with ortho-far effects (Giora & Casco, 2007) . To avoid this, we adapted the Gabor textures previously used by Giora and Casco (2007) . Specifically, we used frame-stimuli (Fig. 1A , examples b and g) and region-stimuli (Fig. 1A , examples a and f) to highlight the iso-near effect and the ortho-far effect, respectively. We used a texture-edge discrimination task and compared performance with and without backward masking-pattern. Backward masking is known to interfere with visual processing through target-mask integration as well as interruption of target processing (Enns, 2004; Enns & Di Lollo, 2000) . The question here is not whether the target-mask integration might result in reduced discrimination of the texture-edge. Rather we aim at establishing whether the mask interrupts re-entrant processing from extrastriate areas, which is likely responsible for contextual influences in texture edge segmentation (Lamme, Rodriguez-Rodriguez, & Spekreijse, 1999; Roelfsema, 2006; Roelfsema et al., 2002; Scholte et al., 2008) .
Moreover, we evaluated the effect of perturbing orientation, position or contrast polarity of the Gabor elements in the interior of the region-stimulus.
Finally, we tested the role of spatial frequency. Moller and Hurlbert (1997) data suggest that region-segmentation mechanisms operate at a larger scale than edge-segmentation mechanisms. Furthermore, a recent work by Phillips and Todd (2010) showed that the manipulation of spatial frequency allows separating distinct processes in texture segmentation.
Methods

Stimuli
Stimuli (Fig. 1A ) consisted of 9 Â 9 deg matrices of cosine-phase Gabor patches presented at maximum contrast. All elements in the display had the same spatial frequency (SF), namely 1, 2, or 3 c/deg. Because the degree separation between the elements is fixed, the separation expressed in wavelength units (k) increases with spatial frequency and corresponds to 1.2, 2.4 and 3.6 k at low, medium and high spatial frequencies, respectively. Stimuli were presented on a background with a mean luminance equal to 28.9 cd/m 2 . We created frame-stimuli (Experiment 1) by placing Gabor patches only in the two more external positions of 8 Â 8 matrices. Region-stimuli (Experiments 2 and 3), instead, were obtained by filling the frame-stimuli with similar Gabors. In both types of stimuli there always was a texture-edge defined by a 45°orientation contrast between abutting elements in the two most extreme rows (or columns) of the matrix. The orientation of the elements on the internal side of the edge could match the orientation of the edge (iso-configurations) or be perpendicular to it (ortho-configurations). Elements on the external side of the edge were always 45°-oriented. We then created perturbed-region stimuli (Experiment 3) simply by altering orientation (randomly chosen in the range 0-360°), position (±0.25 deg of spatial jitter on both the xand y-axis), or contrast polarity (randomly chosen between 0°a nd 180°) of the central 4 Â 4 Gabors of the region-stimuli. All the other elements were unperturbed, so that the information at the edge was the same as in the region-stimuli. The masking stimulus was obtained by randomizing the orientations of all the elements of a region-stimulus. The mask was always presented before the stimulus matrix and, in the backward masking conditions of Experiments 1-3, also at stimulus offset, with no interval (ISI).
Apparatus
Stimuli were generated under the MatLab programming environment (MathWorks) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) and presented on a calibrated 19 00 CTX CRT Trinitron Monitor (refresh rate: 100 Hz; resolution: 1024 Â 768). Experiment control and collection of behavioural responses were undertaken using the software application suite E-Prime (version 1.2). Viewing distance was 57 cm. Observers made their response using the computer keyboard.
Design and procedure
We used a within-subjects design. In Experiments 1 and 2 the independent variables were: (i) the stimulus-configuration (isovs. ortho); (ii) the stimulus-duration (SD: 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 ms); (iii) the backward masking condition (present vs. absent); (iv) the SF of the Gabor patches (1, 2, 3 c/deg). In Experiment 3 -where we tested the effect of three local perturbations (orientation, position, contrast polarity) in the central texture-regionagain we presented iso-and ortho-configurations but now SF was fixed to 2 c/deg, the backward mask was always present and SD was 80 ms. The effect of SF, mask and region-perturbation were tested in separate sessions. Iso-and ortho-configurations and the different SD levels were tested within session. In all experiments the dependent variable was the probability to correctly discriminate the orientation of the texture-edge.
Observers' task was to discriminate the orientation of the texture-edge (horizontal vs. vertical). Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross for 1000 ms. The test-stimulus (variable duration, see previous paragraph) was immediately preceded and followed -or just preceded-by a mask (300 ms) with randomly oriented Gabors. In Experiments 1 and 2 each session with backward masked stimuli comprised 200 trials (4 edge-positions [top, bottom, left, right] Â 2 stimulus-configurations [iso vs. ortho] Â 5 SDs [20, 40, 60, 80 , 100 ms] Â 5 repetitions) whereas each session with backward unmasked stimuli comprised 240 trials (6 SDs: 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 ms) . Each session of Experiment 3 had 40 trials (only 1 SD, i.e. 80 ms).
Observers
Ten observers participated in the experiments: one of the authors and five naïve participants in Experiments 1 and 2; two authors and four naïve participants served as observers in Experiment 3. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They completed between two and five repetitions of each session and performed a series of practice trials before commencing the experiments.
Statistical analysis
Firstly, by means of the Palamedes toolbox (Prins & Kingdom, 2009) , the data of each observer were fit with a logistic psychometric function using a maximum likelihood criterion. The fits were performed separately for each condition and returned an estimate of the 75% percent-correct threshold and an estimate of the psychometric function slope. Successively, both in Experiment 1 and in Experiment 2 we conducted two repeated-measures ANOVAs, one on thresholds' estimates obtained in the absence of backward mask and another on thresholds' estimates with backward masked stimuli. Factors were: stimulus-configuration (iso vs. ortho), and SF (1, 2, 3 c/deg). In Experiment 3 we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA on discrimination probability when local features of the central texture-region were perturbed (factors: stimulus-configuration [iso vs. ortho] and perturbation [unperturbed, orientation perturbation, contrast polarity perturbation, position perturbation]). Violations of the homogeneity of variance assumption were corrected by applying Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon adjustments. Pvalues for all post hoc t-tests have been corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni procedure.
Results
3.1. Experiment 1: the effect of the orientation of the elements along the texture-edge
In Experiment 1 we sought to investigate the iso-near effect on texture segmentation minimizing the co-occurrence of other contextual effects, such as iso-far effects (Casco et al., 2004 (Casco et al., , 2005 Harrison & Keeble, 2008) or ortho-far effects (Giora & Casco, 2007) . To this end we used the frame-stimuli illustrated in Fig. 1A (examples b and g). We also aimed at investigating whether backward masking -which has been proposed to interrupt recurrent connections from higher to lower visual areas (Pollen, 1999 ) -modulates the iso-near effect.
Probability correct, averaged across the six observers, is shown in Fig. 2A as a function of the stimulus duration. Results are shown separately for the mask and iso/ortho conditions. Different graphs refer to different SFs (left: 1 c/deg, middle: 2 c/deg, right: 3 c/deg). We note that, in the absence of backward mask (''unmasked'' in Fig. 2) , discrimination is easier in the iso-condition compared to ortho-condition at short SDs. This suggests the presence of an iso-near contextual effect. The ANOVA applied to thresholds obtained in the absence of backward mask confirms these results. Indeed, the factor stimulus-configuration has a significant effect [F 1,5 = 9.94, p = 0.025], with lower thresholds in the iso-condition compared to ortho-condition. Additionally, we report a significant effect of SF [F 2,10 = 9.03, p = 0.028], as well as a significant SF Â stimulus interaction [F 2,10 = 4.3, p = 0.046]. Post-hoc comparisons show a significant iso-near effect at low (p = 0.36) and medium SFs (p = 0.048). Since separation, expressed in k, decreases as SF decreases, this result is compatible with an iso-near effect stronger at short k and short and medium SDs (Fig. 2B) .
Interestingly, when the backward mask is present (''masked'' in Fig. 2 ), no iso-near effect can be observed. Indeed, the ANOVA applied to thresholds obtained in the presence of backward mask reveals that the effect of SF [F 2,10 = 0.82, p = 0.47], stimulus A more thorough inspection of Fig. 2A reveals a likely influence of the backward mask not only on the iso-near effect but also on the discrimination of the edge. Note indeed, that in the range of SDs where we observe an iso-near effect with non-backwardmasked stimuli (circles in Fig. 2A ) -i.e. 10-100 ms at 1 c/deg and 10-40 ms at 2 c/deg -edge discrimination in the presence of backward mask never goes beyond 60% (squares in Fig. 2A) . Therefore, the presence of the backward mask is likely to abolish the iso-near effect and hamper edge discrimination. Thus, the mask could perturb the operations of the edge-segmentation mechanism. This may occur at the level of 2nd order filtering (Wolfson & Landy, 1995) , which may be modulated by top-down influences (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000) and facilitated by the excess of activity provided by the 1st order filters of the same orientation (Graham & Wolfson, 2001; Hess, Hayes, & Field, 2003; Li, 2000) .
Experiment 2: the effect of the orientation of the elements in the far region
Similarly to the previous experiment, here we sought to investigate the contextual effect of elements, but in the far region. To this end we used region-stimuli (see Section 2). Additionally, we aimed at analysing whether backward mask modulates the contextual effect exerted by elements far from the edge.
Probability correct, averaged across the six observers, is shown in Fig. 3A as a function of the stimulus duration and separately for the various conditions. We note that in the presence of backward mask (''masked'' in Fig. 3 ) performance is better with ortho-stimuli compared to iso-stimuli. Indeed, the ANOVA applied to thresholds obtained when the mask was present shows a significant effect of the factor stimulus-configuration [F 1,5 = 7.80, p = 0.038]. In addition, we also report a significant effect of SF [F 2,10 = 5.97, p = 0.02], as well as significant SF Â stimulus-configuration interactions [F 2,10 = 4.6, p = 0.042], indicating lower thresholds in the ortho-condition compared to iso-condition only at low SF (p = 0.018). Since separation, expressed in k, decreases as SF decreases, this result is compatible with an ortho-far effect stronger at short k and long SD (Fig. 3B ). This suggests that the ortho-far effect may result from slow long-range interactions, which are shown to be facilitatory (Polat & Sagi, 2006; Sterkin et al., 2009) .
The ANOVA on thresholds obtained in the absence of backward mask (''unmasked'' in Fig. 3 ) instead indicates no effect of the stimulus-configuration [F 1,5 = 3.2, p = 0.14] nor interaction between SF and stimulus [F 2,10 = 2.8, p = 0.14]. Threshold instead decreases with SF [F 2,10 = 13.3, p = 0.003]. This confirms the suggestion that the edge-based mechanism involves top-down influences (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000) , to select the appropriate orientation of the 2nd order filter. When top-down influences occur, the edge is easily perceived.
In summary, the results of the two experiments show distinct contextual influences from iso-near and ortho-far elements. Elements in the immediate vicinity of the edge improve performance if iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented to the edge; this isonear effect occurs only when the stimulus is not backward masked. The mask abolishes this effect and also prevents edge discrimination (Experiment 1). Elements far from the edge improve performance if ortho-oriented compared to iso-oriented to the edge: this ortho-far effect occurs only when the target-stimulus is backward masked (Experiment 2).
Experiment 3: the effect of region perturbation
In Experiment 3 we sought to determine whether the ortho-far effect we reported in the previous experiment occurs at the level of the 1st order filters -whose neural correlate are neurons in V1 selective for orientation, contrast polarity and position. The question arises from neurophysiological data (Sillito et al., 1995) reporting contextual effects on the response of V1 neurons (i.e. response enhancement) when significantly different orientations (e.g. one orthogonal to the other) are involved.
As described in the Section 2, here we used a relatively long SD (i.e. 80 ms; indeed in Experiment 2 we reported an ortho-effect only for the two longest SDs) and applied perturbations of different local features of the elements in the central region (orientation, position and contrast polarity). Note that the information at the edge was the same as in the stimuli of Experiment 2. If 1st order filters are involved, we predict no ortho-far effect when local features of the texture-elements are perturbed.
Results are shown in Fig. 4 . We note that any perturbation of local features, which 1st order filters are selectively responsive to, strongly reduces texture-edge discrimination in ortho-stimuli. The ANOVA indeed shows a significant effect of the factor perturbation [F 3,15 = 8.57, p = 0.001] together with a significant stimulus-configuration Â perturbation interaction [F 3,15 = 3.48, p = 0.043], indicating significantly higher performance with ortho-stimuli compared to iso-stimuli in the unperturbed (p = 0.002) but not in the perturbed conditions (p > 0.05). This suggests the involvement of 1st order filters in the ortho-far contextual effect.
Discussion
We measured observers' ability to discriminate the orientation of a texture-edge and report both iso-near and ortho-far contextual effects. We found thresholds to decrease with SF. This is expected since Gabors created with fixed r appear trunked at low SF. It may be also the case that, since contextual effects depend on separation expressed in k (that in turn increases with SF), an effect of SF reflects a modulation of the two contextual effects by k.
When the target-stimulus is backward unmasked thresholds are lower if elements in the immediate vicinity of the edge are iso-oriented compared to ortho-oriented to the edge. The mask abolishes this effect and also drastically impairs edge-discrimination (Experiment 1). Elements far from the edge reduce thresholds if ortho-oriented compared to iso-oriented to the edge: this effect occurs only when the target-stimulus is backward masked (Experiment 2). Finally, any perturbation of texture-elements far from the edge cancels the ortho-far effect.
These results suggest that lateral interactions between collinear elements may account for the iso-near and ortho-far contextual influences.
With frame-stimuli, the iso-near effect and the drastic impairment of edge discrimination in the presence of the backward mask are consistent with the suggestion that within the edge-based mechanism, the response of 2nd order elongated filters (to the differential activity of 1st order filters on the two sides of the edge) requires top-down influences (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000) , possibly to select its appropriate orientation according to the task requirements. This operation may be increased by the excess of activity provided by the 1st order filters of the same orientation as the 2nd order filters (Graham & Wolfson, 2001; Hess, Hayes, & Field, 2003; Li, 2000) . Note that the facilitation occurs at short k, suggesting that the underlying lateral interactions follow the rules of the association field between high contrast elements (Field, Figure ( A) shows probability correct (averaged across six observers) as a function of stimulus duration, presented separately for each spatial frequency tested (left: low SF, middle: medium SF, right: high SF). Circles represent the backward unmasked condition, whereas squares denote the backward masked condition. Black and white symbols indicate data obtained in the iso-and ortho-conditions, respectively. The dashed and dotted curves show the psychometric functions fitting the iso-data-points and the ortho-data-points respectively. We note an iso-near contextual effect only when the backward mask is absent. Figure (B) shows mean discrimination probabilities obtained at the shortest duration, as a function of element separation, expressed in k. Error bars refer to SEM across subjects.
Hayes, & Hess, 1993) , not those underlying collinear facilitation in contrast detection tasks, which occur at long ks (Polat & Sagi, 2006; Sterkin et al., 2009) . The most plausible account of the results obtained with frame-stimuli is that the mask impairs texture-edge segmentation together with the facilitation of this operation provided by the lateral propagation of collinear high-contrast signals.
Other alternative explanations are improbable. First, the mask effect cannot be due to noise added by the mask to the output of the 2nd order filters, given that the mask is made up of individual Gabors. Second, note that since the edge of a given orientation could appear on the opposite side of the matrix, eccentricity is the same for the iso and ortho conditions. Therefore, although eccentricity may modulate contextual influences (Lev & Polat, 2011; Maniglia et al., 2011) , it cannot account for the iso-ortho asymmetry.
Our suggestion that the mask interferes with the texture segmentation process is consistent with the framework of the re-entrant processes theory (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000; Roelfsema, 2006) , according to which the effect of the backward masking is to reduce either the awareness of the texture-edge orientation (Fahrenfort, Scholte, & Lamme, 2007; Lamme, Zipser, & Spekreijse, 2002; Roelfsema, 2006) or the task-driven top-down attentional modulation on the segmentation task (Lamme, 2003; Macknik & Martinez-Conde, 2007 ). An effect on task-driven feedback processes can account for the strongly impaired performance we reported in the masking condition of Experiment 1 and could also possibly affect contextual influences from iso-near elements. To sum up we suggest that the iso-near effect involves not only 2nd order filters enhancement but also feedback processes.
In the region-stimuli, there are no contextual effects in the unmasked condition, suggesting that collinear facilitation produces similar enhancement of activity at the texture-defined edge by either facilitatory (Polat & Sagi, 2006; Sterkin, Yehezkel, & Polat, 2012) or inhibitory lateral interactions (Malik & Perona, 1990) . As in the frame-stimuli, the mask may interfere with top-down modulation of the segmentation process by the edge-based mech- Fig. 2 . The dashed and dotted curves show the psychometric functions fitting the iso-data-points and the ortho-data-points, respectively. We note an ortho-far contextual effect when the backward mask is present, particularly at low SFs. Figure (B) shows mean discrimination probabilities obtained at the longest duration, as a function of element separation, expressed in k. Error bars refer to SEM across subjects. Fig. 4 . Results from Experiment 3, where elements in the central texture-region were perturbed in orientation, contrast polarity, or position. Plotted data are mean discrimination probabilities (averaged across six observers) for iso-stimuli and ortho-stimuli in each perturbation condition (uniform region = no perturbation). Note that performance with ortho-stimuli is strongly impaired by any perturbation of the local features of elements far from the edge.
anism but, differently from the frame-stimuli, it does not prevent lateral propagation of collinear signals in the region, possibly because these occur in a large region rather than only along the edge.
It has been suggested that collinear signals may not be modulated by top-down influences (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Li, 1999; Series, Lorenceau, & Fregnac, 2003) . Our findings with region-stimuli in the masked condition suggest that the ortho-far effect may rely on region-segmentation mechanisms based on early intra-cortical recurrent processes triggered by iso-oriented and collinearly aligned elements of high contrast (Casco et al., 2009; Hess & Field, 1999) (and interrupted at the edge because of the orientation gradient). In other words, region-segmentation mechanisms would enhance the saliency of the region by means of reciprocal facilitation among 1st order filters, which respond to non-jittered elements having the same orientation and contrast polarity. Indeed, we reported no ortho-far effect when the local features of elements far from the edge were perturbed, which is consistent with a long-range phenomenon rather than an effect of single elements at the edge.
Note that the mutual facilitation among 1st order filters responding to collinearly aligned elements operates in the same way in the iso-stimuli and ortho-stimuli. It remains to be explained why the segmentation task is facilitated only in the ortho-far condition. According to Li (1999) , the difference between contextual influences near and far from texture-edges makes neural activities near the edge higher than elsewhere, making boundaries more salient for perceptual pop-out. This model does not predict the ortho-far effect. To obtain texture region features, Malik and Perona (1990) use local intra-cortical inhibition, but also this mechanism does not explain the ortho-far effect in the masked condition. Neither the Yen and Finkel's (1998) model, which suggests stronger interactions among collinear (co-axial) than parallel (trans-axial) elements, can account for the higher performance with ortho-stimuli than iso-stimuli. Our data are consistent with Caelli's (1985) model, which postulates that an enhancement of orientation gradient at the edge should follow the collinear facilitation in the region (note that in the iso-stimulus the signal enhancement would be in the direction of the orientation of the edge, whereas in the ortho-stimulus it would be opposite to the edge). Specifically, this model proposes a spreading of activity of detectors responding to adjacent elements in the entire textured surface. This spreading of activity is maximum when detectors in the network are not jittered and have the same orientation and contrast polarity. The model predicts that these lateral interactions would be interrupted by an orientation gradient, thus providing a strong cue on edge localization (which is only available in the ortho-stimulus).
Whereas the iso-near effect occurs at short durations, the orthofar effect is more evident at the longer durations. In agreement with previous findings (Albrecht, 1995; Cass & Alais, 2006; Mizobe et al., 2001; Polat, Sterkin, & Yehezkel, 2007; Watson, Barlow, & Robson, 1983) we suggest that the iso-near effect may result from synchronous onset of response to collinear stimuli whereas the ortho-far effect may be accounted for by slow long-range horizontal transmission within V1.
